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Having access to big machine you need also big problem...

Types of problems

Collecton of many small 
independent problems

Sometmes called: parallel 
processing.

It is like many (small) users running 
their codes simultaneously.

Can be decomposed into many 
smaller problems but problems 

are not independent 

Cannot be decomposed into 
smaller problems
(not suitable for 
supercomputers)

Supercomputng

Communicaton between 
problems is required...
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htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FkLOPkS

It depends on the type of 
processor

Our local cluster (dwarf@if.pw.edu.pl):
- 2 x Xeon E5-2670 2.5 GHz (10-core)
  8 DPk Fklops/cycle

  Simple estmaton: 
    
    per core: 2,5GHz * 8 = 20 GFLOPS
    total performance 2*10*20 GFLOPS = 400GFLOPS

Let's check it using Intel's tool:
htps://sofpware.intel.com/en-us/node/528615
htps://sofpware.intel.com/en-us/artcles/intel-math-kernel-library-linpack-download

mailto:dwarf@if.pw.edu.pl
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https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-math-kernel-library-linpack-download




programming models

Serial code = single thread = one CPU

Parallel code = many threads = many CPUs

Model of parallel computing 
with shared memory (threads, 

openMP)

Model of parallel computing 
with message passing (MPI)

Good if the code utilizes only one node “Standard” approach in supercomputing



Recommended tutorials
https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/openMP/
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Analysis of examples (see package with codes):

1. vecAdd.c

2. vecAdd-openMP.c

Lab2: Speed up your code for the covariance matrix 
calculation using openMP. In the report provide scaling of 
the code, ie. execution time versus number of threads.
Execute calculations for following number of threads:
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 20, 30, 40
In the report please provide simple plot 
showing the scaling.

Deadline: till next meeting. 
Weight for this assignment: 1.   


